Box 1:

Anonymous Literature - Rules
   Rules for Entering Certain Types of Anonymous Literature, compiled by Clarice Krieg, 1934

Cataloging Routines
   Routine for Weekly Report
   Catalog Routine for Use of Library Students, 1927
   Catalog Routine for Use of Library Students, 1929

Changes and Expansion of Decimal Classification, 1916

Changes and Expansion of Decimal Classification (revised 1928?) (2 copies)

Classification Schedules
   220-225 Bible
   385 Transportation and Communication
   606.1 Exposition Material
   821M64 Milton
   830-860 German and Romance Literature
   840-868 Romance Classification Schemes
   945 History of Italy
   Social Problems, Mathematics, German Literature, Romance Literature and European War, 1916

Classification Schemes
   A List of Classification Schemes for Special Subjects, Not Based on the Dewey Classification, by Katherine A. Bross, n.d.

Cooperative Cataloging Manual
   Manual for Cooperative Cataloging, Library of Congress, Descriptive Cataloging Division, 1943

Descriptive Cataloging
   Report, ALA Division of Cataloging and Classification, Committee on Descriptive Cataloging, 1949/50

Glossary of Words Commonly Used on Title Pages and in Booksellers' Catalogs, German, n.d.

Notes Used on Library of Congress Cards
   Catalog Notes, A List of Examples Derived Mostly from Library of Congress Printed Catalog Cards, compiled by Robinson Spencer, June 1918 (2 copies)

Titles of Honor and Address
   A list of examples compiled from Library of Congress cards by Ruth Rivers Graham, 1937

Box 2:

Serials Cataloging Manual, 1973
Cataloging Department Manual, 1973
Glossary, 1977
Learning the University of Illinois Filing Rules, 1976 (two folders)